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E N C Y C L O P E D I A....
Colleagues,
 
Good Saturday morning!
 
The use, or misuse, of words has been on the minds of Connecting
colleagues this week, and a friend, Darrell Condon, observed and
shared this comment:
 
"I know absolutely no one my age (70 or so) who can spell
encyclopedia without singing it."
 
If you know what he's referring to, by Jiminy, then you're showing your age. If you do not,
then click this link for the answer - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cy2jWJtO3lE
 
Speaking of recurrent themes, today's issue contains even more sports memories, leading
off with one of the Pulitzer Prize winners among our Connecting family - Walter Mears.
Yes, one of the Boys on the Bus was once one of the Boys in the Press Box.

-0-

On a far more serious topic, the shootings at the Oregon community college, today's
Connecting offers its opening story below - and invites your opinion. 

And I do so with the hope that such a question is not becoming - routine. See the essay
that leads Stories of Interest.
 
Paul
 
 

Why it's important to name the shooter  
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Kristen Sterner, left, and Carrissa Welding, both students of Umpqua Community
College, embrace each other during a candle light vigil for those killed during a fatal
shooting at the college, Thursday, Oct. 1, 2015, in Roseburg, Ore. (AP Photo/Rich
Pedroncelli)

 
By Kelly McBride
Poynter
 
Public officials and advocates for victims often ask journalists to refrain from naming the
individual behind a heinous act. This is a bad idea and here's why:
 
When you name an individual and tell his story, you give people important context for the
backstory. If we had not named Seung-Hui Cho as the Virginia Tech assailant, his teachers
might not have come forward to report they had voiced concerns about his mental health
in the past.
 



Knowing who was behind the gun allows us to identify trends. Creating a record of
individual cases allows us to understand the data in the aggregate. Because we have the
data, we know that most mass acts of violence have been committed by young white
males.
 
Naming the shooter prevents misinformation. Remember when journalists named Ryan
Lanza as the person responsible for the Sandy Hook shooting when it was really his
brother Adam Lanza? Naming an individual sets the record straight.
 
When you don't name the shooter, it becomes impossible to research other acts of
violence he or she may have committed or surface records that document where his or
her weapons came from.
This dilemma comes up after most mass shootings.
 
It's easy and convenient for politicians to beat the press up by accusing them of glorifying
a bad person. Responsible reporting is the antidote.
 
Instead of vowing to avoid the name of the shooter, journalists would be better off
promising to use the name responsibly, to tell the stories of the victims completely and to
refrain from publishing poorly-sourced information that has a higher likelihood of being
wrong.
 
Click here for a link to this story. And send your own thoughts to Connecting.
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Class of news not wanted
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Barry Bedlan - In a note to staff, offers: "For some quick comic relief, I present the
following from AP's 1911 "Instructions for Correspondents." The AP Archives team turned
this up today while searching for some historic AP Sports documents for me.
 



"Obviously AP's news values deteriorated when someone decided it was worth covering
sports and politics."
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Going back to school 50 years later

 
Tad Bartimus - Going back to the University of Missouri 50 years after I arrived here as a
freshman is a daily thrill. This was mine yesterday - visiting with an amazing group of
young, enthusiastic and very smart Women In Journalism Freshman Interest Group... I'm
the one in the middle with the white hair! Love my life!  (Tad is at the university for the
next year under a Reynolds Institute fellowship.) Photo by Marty Steffens.
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Farewell to Sylvia

 
Bill Kole - A beaming Sylvia Lee Wingfield, breaking news staffer for southern New
England, is surrounded by colleagues at a sendoff in Boston. Wingfield retired Wednesday
after a 43-year AP career that began in Dallas. To her left are Ebony Reed, Kathy
McCormack and Karen Testa. Upper left is Mark Pratt.  (AP Photo/Charles Krupa)
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The newspaper-ag analogy misleading

Robert Sherwood -  If Wyatt Earp were alive, I would hire him to hunt down and kill
writers, who break the law of "proximity analogy."
 
"I don't need newspapers, I get my news from the Internet." - is the same as saying - "I



know, right? And I don't need farmers; 'cause I get my food at the supermarket." So saith a
writer for the Colorado Press @newspapersthrive.
 
The analogy is misleading. For openers, the Internet is not a supermarket and newspapers
are not farmers. For example, newspapers and the Internet are both "word" distribution
methods. Newspapers distribute words to prospective readers by displaying the words on
paper and the Internet distributes words to prospective readers by displaying the words
on a computing device.
 
Additionally, some newspaper "organizations" do gather words, and other newspaper
"organizations" sort the words gathered by others, but clearly neither organization grow
words like a farmer grows food. And hopefully newspapers do not plant news/seeds like
farmers, (make their own news) but rather harvest the news from news makers.
 
The Colorado Press analogy is intended to make fun of people who say they do not read
newspapers any more because they read the Internet. The analogy fails because people
do not read the Internet. The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer
networks that uses special protocols to link computing devices around the world. Words
that are developed by news gathering organizations or by observant individuals with a
smartphone are distributed by both print and digital media.
 
In my opinion, people who say, "I don't need newspapers, I get my news from the
Internet," are expressing a use-preference for reading digital media rather than reading
paper. Of course, someone or some organization must still gather the news.
 
The proximity analogy law reads that an analogy must be near the truth to be legitimate,
which the Colorado analogy is not.
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More about words
 
Jim Limbach - Loved Adolphe Bernotas' style book. Now that we've stoked the fire, how
about the use of "going forward?" Seems to me the converse, rather than "history" or
"experience" (neither of which should be modified with "past") would be "going



backward," which I have yet to hear.
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Karol Stonger - A couple of words I'd prefer not to see or hear:
 
Approximately: That goes back to my j-school days when Department Head John Stempel
would ask more than once: "Why use 'approximately' when 'about' will do?"
 
Closure: I prefer "close, closed" or "closing," when something, such as a highway, is off-
limits. After 9/11  "bring closure to" seemed a comforting phrase for those who lost  loved
ones, particularly those whose remains were late in being ID'd. It has since become a
synonym for  many everyday shutdowns.
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And more about sports and our careers
 
Walter Mears - Early in my career in Boston AP, I was assigned to cover a football game
between Columbia and Dartmouth in Hanover, N.H. It was late fall and very cold,
especially in the open press box at Dartmouth. Dating from the days when Ivy League
football was a big deal, and PMs published on Saturday afternoons, NY Sports had a
standing formula for such assignments. It began with a 100 word pregame story to be
followed by 50 words on each quarter and a 150 word wrapup of the game. So I went out
to deliver on my portable typewriter, which was working slowly because of the cold.
Trouble was, both teams were lousy and couldn't score. So was writing things like
Dartmouth mounted a drive to the Columbia 45 before punting. It would up a scoreless
tie, making the wrapup a bit of a challenge. But I got it done before heading indoors to
thaw my hands - and my typewriter.
 
It was near the end of that era - we soon realized that Ivy League football was minor
league - the Big Ten was rising and except for traditions like Harvard-Yale there was not a
lot of member interest in the Ivies.
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Alan Flippen - I can't be the only AP staffer who was thrown into sports coverage totally
unprepared, right? We should praise the editors on New York Sports who had to cope with
that situation time and again.
 
It was shortly after I became Buffalo correspondent in 1990; it must have been the
holidays, because the bureau's staff sportswriter, Jay Bonfatti, and the regular hockey
stringer were both away. So I had to cover a Buffalo Sabres game.
 
I had never seen ice hockey played in person before.
 
Having grown up near Philadelphia during the Bobby Clarke years, I did know a little bit
about the sport: that the players would skate around, alternately shooting the puck at the
opponent's goal and beating each other up. And we only needed about 350 words. How
hard could it be? I'd just write down what I saw and put it in the story.
 
So at one point, I described Player Jones making a sharp turn to one side and then, when
the other team's Player Smith tried to follow him but tripped and fell, shooting the puck
for a goal. And I sent in copy filled with that type of literal description to New York.
 
Where an editor on the sports desk, no doubt having seen this all before, translated it into
hockey slang before moving it on the wire. "Jones decked Smith to the ice and scored," the
story now read.
 
I never found out that editor's name, but I'll always be grateful to him or her.
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Al Cross - When I was a kid in the early '60s and Hal Bock was covering the Yankees, I
loved to watch them on TV's "Game of the Week." (Yes, there was only one.) I became
intrigued with a person who was sometimes referred to but never seen: the official scorer,
usually a sportswriter, who made the hit-or-error calls. On a visit to my library in Albany,
Ky., I discovered a book, "How to Score Baseball Games," and started scoring the TV
games. That got be a job as the official scorer and local newspaper correspondent for the
local Little League and Babe Ruth League at age 11, and I probably was too strict, applying
near-major-league standards to hit-or-error calls, lowering players' batting and fielding



averages. Some older players grumbled. Somewhat intimidated, I mentioned that to one
of the coaches, who replied with a line that I have followed my entire career, especially in
writing about politics: "You just call 'em like you see 'em."
 
 

Connecting profile - John Komen
 
John D. Komen (Email) began his journalism career with The Associated Press in 1957. 
He was first assigned to the radio wire in the Seattle Bureau as a temporary fill-in staffer.
He became a fulltime member of the Seattle AP staff in 1958.  Initially, his main
responsibility was to man the radio wire, servicing radio stations in Washington and both
radio stations and newspapers in Alaska.

mailto:jdikomen@msn.com


The AP dayside newsroom (and dayside staff) located in the Seattle Times.  About 1960.
(Komen is not in the picture)

 
At that time, the Seattle bureau had a dayside office in the Seattle Times' building and a
nightside office at the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Since he was the junior staffer, Komen
was first assigned duties that roamed across the work schedule, often having as many as
four starting times in the week. Among those first duties was making the "office swap",
transferring the 24-hour operation between the two offices. Eventually he experienced all
the assignments in the Seattle office.

In 1961, Komen was temporarily assigned to
the AP's Olympia office to assist in coverage



John Komen at right (looking back over his
shoulder) and at the left is operator Bob
Sartwell. This appears to be the nightside office
in the P-I. Photo taken in 1960.

of the Washington Legislature. The
assignment was later made permanent, and
Komen covered the state Capitol as well as
the Legislature. Covering government and
politics soon drew the attention of a Seattle
television station, and in 1963 Komen was
hired by KOMO-TV News. That began a 13-
year career in broadcast journalism that
eventually took him to ABC-TV News in New
York.
 
Komen's 40-year career was capped by 19
years at The News Tribune in Tacoma,
Washington, where he rose through the
ranks from editorial writer to editor, retiring
in 1995 as editor of the editorial page.
 
The AP dayside newsroom (and dayside staff)
located in the Seattle Times.  About 1960.
(Komen is not in the picture)
 
John Komen at right (looking back over his shoulder) and at the left is operator Bob
Sartwell.  This appears to be the nightside office in the P-I. Photo taken in 1960.
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Stories of interest
 
What It's Like To Report on Mass Shootings Routinely  (Medium)
 
By POLLY MOSENDZ
Newsweek
 
"Somehow this has become routine. The reporting is routine. My response here at this
podium ends up routine...We have become numb to this." -President Obama
 
On Thursday, my news desk and I spent seven hours reporting on a mass shooting that left
10 dead and 7 injured at the Umpqua Community College in Roseburg, Oregon. I wrote
our liveblog, three reporters gathered information, one reporter was sent to the scene
and one editor bounced between our collective five stories. Everything went smoothly and
we fell naturally into our roles, just like we always do.
 
My news desk and I are good at covering shootings because we get a lot of practice. This is
the fifth mass shooting we've covered since Dylann Roof murdered nine parishioners in
the name of racism at a Charleston Bible study.
 

mailto:jfish49@yahoo.com


As President Obama said after the shooting, the reporting is routine. It's so routine that
we have an entire assembly line in place, complete with prewritten and predictable
stories. I'm here to tell you exactly how routine this process is.
 
Click here to read more.
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Guess which state just passed a landmark shield law to protect reporters? 
(Poynter)
 
Maybe it will make "Jeopardy!" soon: "This state now offers the most protection for a
reporter's electronic records."
 
Is it a liberal bastion like New York, California or Connecticut?
 
As of Thursday, it's Montana.
 
Indeed, a libertarian Republican state legislator was central to pushing through the first
state law anywhere that mandates the media be given notice of third party subpoenas.
 
Click here to read more. Shared by Len Iwanski.
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NAA's New CEO: Papers Have Power Against Platform  (NetNewsCheck)
 
The Newspaper Association of America's new CEO says he's seen other industries come
through turbulent technological change and emerge on the other side swinging. David
Chavern says he expects the same from newspapers.
 
Chavern, most recently a 10-year veteran at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, succeeds
Caroline Little, who announced her own departure six months ago. He says his experience
at the Chamber with a range of different industries gives him a useful perspective on
newspapers, which he says hold power because people still really want their content.
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Click here to read more.
 
 

Today in History - October 3, 2015
 
By The Associated Press
 
Today is Saturday, October 3, the 276th day of 2015. There are 89 days left in the
year.

Today's Highlight in History:

On October 3, 1995, the jury in the O.J. Simpson murder trial in Los Angeles found
the former football star not guilty of the 1994 slayings of his former wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson, and Ronald Goldman (however, Simpson was later found liable
for damages in a civil trial).

On this date:

In 1789, President George Washington declared November 26, 1789, a day of
Thanksgiving to express gratitude for the creation of the United States of America.

In 1863, President Abraham Lincoln proclaimed the last Thursday in November
Thanksgiving Day.

In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton, D-Ga., became the first woman to be appointed to the
U.S. Senate (however, she ended up serving only a day).

In 1932, Iraq became independent of British administration.

In 1944, during World War II, U.S. Army troops cracked the Siegfried Line north of
Aachen, Germany.
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In 1951, the New York Giants captured the National League pennant by a score of
5-4 as Bobby Thomson hit a three-run homer off the Brooklyn Dodgers' Ralph
Branca in the "shot heard 'round the world."

In 1955, "Captain Kangaroo" and "The Mickey Mouse Club" premiered on CBS and
ABC, respectively.

In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra became the fifth American to fly in space as he
blasted off from Cape Canaveral aboard the Sigma 7 on a 9-hour flight.

In 1974, Frank Robinson was named major league baseball's first black manager
as he was placed in charge of the Cleveland Indians.

In 1981, Irish nationalists at the Maze Prison near Belfast, Northern Ireland, ended
seven months of hunger strikes that had claimed 10 lives.

In 1990, West Germany and East Germany ended 45 years of postwar division,
declaring the creation of a reunified country.

In 2008, O.J. Simpson was found guilty of robbing two sports-memorabilia dealers
at gunpoint in a Las Vegas hotel room. (Simpson was later sentenced to nine to 33
years in prison.)

Ten years ago: President George W. Bush nominated White House counsel Harriet
Miers to the Supreme Court (however, she withdrew three weeks later after
criticism over her lack of judicial experience and Republican concerns about her
conservatism). A Russian space capsule with American tourist Gregory Olsen
aboard docked with the international space station. Australians Barry J. Marshall
and Robin Warren won the 2005 Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine for showing
that bacterial infection - not stress - caused ulcers in the stomach and intestine.
British actor-comedian Ronnie Barker, half of the long-established and much-loved
duo The Two Ronnies, died at age 76.



Five years ago: Ruling-party candidate Dilma Rousseff, trying to become Brazil's
first female leader, fell short of getting a majority of votes in presidential elections.
(Rousseff prevailed in a runoff against her centrist rival, Jose Serra.) Angel
McCoughtry had 18 points as the U.S. won gold at the women's basketball world
championship with an 89-69 victory over the host Czech Republic.

One year ago: An Internet video was released showing an Islamic State group
militant beheading British hostage Alan Henning, the fourth such killing carried out
by the extremist group being targeted by U.S.-led airstrikes.

Today's Birthdays: Composer Steve Reich is 79. Rock and roll star Chubby
Checker is 74. Actor Alan Rachins is 73. Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M., is 72.
Magician Roy Horn is 71. Singer Lindsey Buckingham is 66. Jazz musician Ronnie
Laws is 65. Blues singer Keb' Mo' is 64. Former astronaut Kathryn Sullivan is 64.
Baseball Hall of Famer Dave Winfield is 64. Baseball Hall of Famer Dennis
Eckersley is 61. Civil rights activist Rev. Al Sharpton is 61. Actor Hart Bochner is
59. Actor Peter Frechette is 59. World Golf Hall of Famer Fred Couples is 56.
Actor-comedian Greg Proops is 56. Actor Jack Wagner is 56. Rock musician
Tommy Lee is 53. Actor Clive Owen is 51. Actress Janel Moloney is 46. Singer
Gwen Stefani (steh-FAH'-nee) (No Doubt) is 46. Pop singer Kevin Richardson is
44. Rock singer G. Love is 43. Actress Keiko Agena (KAY'-koh ah-GAYN'-ah) is
42. Actress Neve Campbell is 42. Actress Lena Headey (HEE'-dee) is 42. Singer
India.Arie (ah-REE') is 40. Rapper Talib Kweli (tuh-LIB' kwah-LEE') is 40. Actress
Alanna Ubach is 40. Actor Seann (cq) William Scott is 39. Actress Shannyn
Sossamon is 37. Rock musician Josh Klinghoffer (Red Hot Chili Peppers) is 36.
Actor Seth Gabel is 34. Rock musician Mark King (Hinder) is 33. Actor Erik Von
Detten is 33. Singer-musician Cherrill Green (Edens Edge) is 32. Actress Tessa
Thompson is 32. Actress-singer Ashlee Simpson is 31. Rapper A$AP Rocky is 27.
Actress Alicia Vikander is 27.

Thought for Today: "Life has got a habit of not standing hitched. You got to
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ride it like you find it. You got to change with it."  Woody Guthrie, American
folk singersongwriter (19121967).

Got a story to share?

Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't
keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye
Olde Connecting Editor. And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service

spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 
Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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